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Disclaimer 

Powerlifting is an inherently dangerous sport. Participation may cause serious bodily harm, 

including but not limited to: skeletal/muscular trauma, joint and connective tissue damage, 

bleeding from the nose and ears, temporary incontinence, shortness of breath, temporary loss 

of vision/consciousness (the Boat Dream), involuntary muscular hypertrophy, and general 

awesomeness. Will often increase your odds of being asked by friends and family to help move 

furniture by 250%. Please consult your physician/clergyman before participating!   
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It’s Time! 

Once again, it’s time for the Annual Noonan Barbell Powerlifting Meet. We are extremely 

excited to have the opportunity to host this event and to see all of you great competitors 

laying it on the line and having a great time smoking old PR’s. 

Our full power event will be RAW/unequipped only, as it was last year. However, even 

unequipped lifting requires a certain basic gear set up. On that note, be sure to read our 

required gear section very carefully, as your eligibility to lift may hinge on what equipment you 

do or do not have! 

Lifts will be observed by 3 judges and awarded or denied lifts accordingly. To assure the best 

chance of 3 white lights and a successful lift, be sure to thoroughly read the section of the 

handbook devoted to the lift requirements and what the judges are looking for. It’s a shame to 

lose a lift simply because of a misunderstood command. 

Finally, plan on having a good time. This meet is not sanctioned, and our judges and helpers 

are involved because they love the sport. We are more than happy to help with any questions 

or concerns and our goal is to give you, the lifter, a great competition experience.  

 

From all of us at Noonan Sport Specialists and Noonan Barbell, 

THANK YOU!! 
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Squat Rules 

1. Once the bar has been loaded to lifter’s requested weight, the Head Judge will call “Bar 

is loaded”, at which point the lifter can approach and address the bar. 

 

2. Lifter will un-rack the bar and step back into the ready position. Knees must be locked 

and lifter must be motionless before the “Squat” command will be given.  

 

3. Once the “Squat” command is given, lifter will squat down until the crease of the hip 

flexor/top of the thigh near hip is below the plane of the knee. Failure to reach required 

depth will result in a failed lift. 

 

4. Upon reaching legal depth, lifter will return to the upright position, locking the knees at 

the top. The Head Judge will give the “Rack” command, signaling the lifter to walk the 

bar back into the uprights. Upon this command, the lift is considered complete. 

 

5. If the lifter has maintained stationary feet, has not double bounced at the bottom, has 

not touched elbows to legs, and has returned the upright position after reaching the 

appropriate depth, the lift will be considered good and will be passed. 

 

6. Upon completion of a squat attempt, the lifter must notify the Head Judge and/or 

Scorekeeper of what weight he/she plans to attempt the next time through. The weight 

must never be below the previously attempted weight, but in the event of a missed lift, 

may stay the same. If the lifter has completed all three squat attempts, no load need be 

reported. 
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Bench Press Rules 

1. Once the bar has been loaded to lifter’s requested weight, the Head Judge will call “Bar 

is loaded”, at which point the lifter can approach and address the bar. 

 

2. Once the lifter is positioned on the bench, they may un-rack the bar at their leisure. 

Once the bar has been un-racked, the feet may not leave the floor or move across the 

floor. Benching on the balls of the feet is ok, and heels are not required to stay on the 

ground. The lifter’s butt may not leave the bench at any point during the lift, nor the 

shoulders. 

 

3. Once the lifter has un-racked the bar and is motionless with elbows locked, the Head 

Judge will give the “Start” command, at which point the lifter may lower the bar to the 

chest. 

 

4. Once at chest level, the lifter must pause with the bar in contact with but not resting 

fully on the chest. Once the lifter has demonstrated control (motion has stopped for a 

brief moment), the Head Judge will give the “Press” command, at which point the lifter 

will press the weight back up to the locked out position.  

 

5. Once the elbows are fully extended and the weight motionless at the top, the Head 

Judge will give the “Rack” command, at which point the lifter may place the weight back 

in the rack. Upon hearing the “Rack” command, the lift is considered complete. 

 

6. If the lifter has maintained foot, shoulder, and butt contact throughout the entire lift, as 

well as obeyed all commands, and moved the bar under control from start to finish 

without any downward motion or bouncing from the chest, the lift will be considered 

good and will be passed. 

 

7. Upon completion of a bench attempt, the lifter must notify the Head Judge and/or 

Scorekeeper of what weight he/she plans to attempt the next time through. The weight 

must never be below the previously attempted weight, but in the event of a missed lift, 

may stay the same. If the lifter has completed all three bench attempts, no load need be 

reported. 
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Deadlift Rules 

1. Once the bar has been loaded to lifter’s requested weight, the Head Judge will call “Bar 

is loaded”, at which point the lifter can approach and address the bar. 

 

2. The lifter may start his/her deadlift attempt at any point after hearing the “Bar is 

Loaded" command.  

 

3. Once the lift has commenced, the lifter must stand to a full upright position with hips 

locked, knees locked, and shoulders back. Feet must not move once the attempt has 

started.  

 

4. Upon reaching lockout, the Head Judge will give the “Down” command, at which point 

the lifter may set the weight down. Weight may be set down quickly, but the hands 

must stay in contact with the bar the whole time. If the weight is dropped, it is 

considered loss of control and the lift will be no good. 

 

5. If the lifter has maintained foot position throughout, reached lockout with hips, knees, 

and shoulders back, has not missed a command, has not hitched* or lowered the weight 

during the attempt, and has maintained control of the bar while lowering it after the 

“Down” command, the lift will be considered good and will be passed. 

 

6. Upon completion of a deadlift attempt, the lifter must notify the Head Judge and/or 

Scorekeeper of what weight he/she plans to attempt the next time through. The weight 

must never be below the previously attempted weight, but in the event of a missed lift, 

may stay the same. If the lifter has completed all three deadlift attempts, no load need 

be reported. 

 

*Hitching: 

Hitching is the act of lowering and hiking the bar in a ratcheting fashion to gain momentum. Bouncing, 

supporting the bar on the thighs, swaying back and forth, and lowering the bar during the lift could be 

considered on par with hitching and subsequently lead to disqualification. The bar sliding up the shin and thigh 

during a deadlift is NOT considered hitching, nor is it illegal. 
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Gear 

Required Gear: 

1. Shoes- Must be worn at all times. These can include athletic shoes (excluding cleated or 

spiked shoes), weightlifting shoes, deadlift slippers, wrestling shoes, Chuck Taylors, etc. 

We DO allow Vibram 5 Fingers as well (some organizations do not). 

2. Socks- Must be worn for Deadlift. Must cover the shin up to the point directly under the 

knee cap. Soccer socks, deadlift socks, and/or long tube socks are all acceptable options. 

3. Singlet- A singlet must be worn by all lifters. Acceptable types would be those used in 

weightlifting, powerlifting, or wrestling.  

4. T-Shirt- A T-Shirt must be worn under the lifter’s singlet at all times during the squat and 

bench press. It may be removed during the deadlift. This T-Shirt must have sleeves and 

should not bear inappropriate or derogatory logos or sayings. 

Optional Gear: 

1. Belt- Lifters may employ a belt for any and all lifts they wish. Belts cannot exceed 10 cm 

in width or 13mm in thickness along the main length.  

2. Wrist Wraps- May not exceed 1 m in length, nor 8 cm in width. 

3. Knee Sleeves- Neoprene sleeves/knee warmers may be utilized. Knee wraps are not 

allowed. Knee sleeves must slip on only, with no buckles, Velcro, or other means of 

securing the sleeve tighter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


